
Multi-styler
 

190°C

Ceramic

3 attachments

 

Perfect professional results for every style
SalonStraight Freestyle

Want to count the ways to get great styles? The SalonStraight Freestyle has three versatile ceramic styling

attachments. Perfect for creating all the styles you can think of…and more.

Ease of use
Easy lock for convenient storage

Salon length 3 m power cord for maximum flexibility

Beautifully styled hair
190°C top temperature for perfect styling results

Ceramic Nano-Diamond plates for extra smooth gliding and shiny results

Ultra curved plates for twists and flicks

3 professional styling attachments

Narrow tip plates to define and volumise styles from the root

Less hair damage
EHD+ technology for more protection and shinier results



Multi-styler HP4681/17

Highlights Specifications
3 professional attachments
3 professional styling attachments

190°C top temperature

Top temperature of 190ºC guarantees optimal

results, while minimising hair damage.

Ultra curved plates
Ultra curved plates for twists and flicks

Narrow tip plates
Narrow tip plates to define and volumise styles

from the root

Ceramic Nano-Diamond plates
Besides being a girl's best friend, diamonds

are also physically known as the hardest

surface possible. This knowledge has been

used to optimise our Ceramic straightening

plates. These advanced Ceramic Nano-

Diamond straightening plates offer optimal

heat transfer and a super smooth, scratch

resistant surface for extra smooth gliding and

beautiful shiny results.

EHD+ technology

Advanced Philips EHD+ technology means

that your styler will always distribute the heat

very evenly - even at high temperatures, and

prevents damaging hot spots. This gives added

protection and thus helps to keep your hair

healthy and shiny.

Easy lock

The straightener has an easy lock mechanism.

Located at the base of the straightener, this flip

lock makes storage quick and easy and will

help to protect the straightener from accidental

damage.

3 m cord
The longer length results in improved flexibility

and ease of handling, so you can use it

anywhere you want.

Technical specifications
Cord length: 3 m

Serviceability
Replacement
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